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Continuing Education Credits
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printer icon.
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What are pain and suffering damages?
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Refers to the physical discomfort and emotional distress that 
are compensable as noneconomic damages.

• Pain
• Discomfort
• Anguish
• Inconvenience
• Emotional Trauma
• Loss of Enjoyment of Life



What is pre-impact terror?
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Includes the emotional and physical pain that the plaintiff 
suffers when the plaintiff becomes aware of the danger of crave 

injury or death.

• Mental distress
• High anxiety
• Fear
• Helplessness
• Racing heart
• Inability to breathe
• Profuse sweating



Venue
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What state should I file in?

State or federal court?

How can I minimize time to 
trial and maximize potential 

recovery?



Defending Against Claims 
for P&S Before Trial
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• Start preparing defenses 
long before trial.

• Determine whether the 
damages can be 
challenged on legal 
grounds, if the damages 
can be defeated factually, 
and how the damages can 
be minimized through trial 
advocacy.

• Use discovery effectively.



Persuading the Jury
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Using Voir Dire to Defend Against P&S
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damages issues with fairness and reason.
they can set aside sympathy in order to determine the
the law in the case, regardless of personal feelings, and if

• Clearly question each juror if they will commit to following
be fair and reasonable.
of damages are recoverable and that those damages must
basis for its verdict. Advise the jury that only certain types
sympathy for the plaintiff, but sympathy may not form the

• The jury should be alerted that it is natural to feel
for its reaction to the plaintiff’s injuries.

• During voir dire defense counsel should prepare the jury



Types of Evidence
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• Direct Evidence
(Injured plaintiff; eyewitnesses; videos/recordings)

• Expert Evidence
(Psychological/physiological effects; medicals)

• Circumstantial Evidence
(Time before impact; family/interests/hobbies;
location/viewpoint, etc.)



Calculation of P&S Damages: How to Do
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• Plaintiffs can ask for almost 
anything for this loss.

• Because pain and suffering is 
hard to quantify, a clever 
plaintiff’s attorney will try to tie 
the amount to a tangible sum. 

• Examples: an amount equal to 
one year’s salary of an expert 
witness for the defense; asking 
for payment by day – “for each 
day [or moment] of suffering, 
award the plaintiff X amount of 
dollars.”



Calculation of P&S Damages: How Not to Do
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• A mathematical
formula

• No appeal to the
prejudice, passions,
or sympathy of the
jury



Proving Pain and Suffering Damages
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Do I have any direct evidence?
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Cross-Examination of the Plaintiff
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• Ask for a recess, particularly if the direct examination
was highly emotionally charged. This should allow
the plaintiff time to compose himself and reset the
mood in the courtroom.

• Know the purpose of the examination and stop once
the goal has been accomplished.

• Impeach only on major points. Quibbling or
nitpicking will not be well taken by the jury.

• Phrase questions so as to avoid eliciting an
emotional response.



How can my experts help?
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• Perception/Reaction Time

• Medical Analysis

• Psychological/Physiological 
Effects

• Crash Reconstruction



Painting the Rest of the Picture
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• Home Visit

• Photographs

• Friends & Family

• Co-Workers

• Accident Specific



What do you need to establish?
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Speculation Reasonable Inference



American Airlines Flight 191: May 25, 1979
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Shatkin v. McDonnell Douglas Corp. Shu-Tao Lin v. McDonnell Douglas Corp.

• Pre-impact pain and suffering purely
speculative.

• Why?

• Sat on opposite side of plane.

• Could have been asleep at
time of crash.

• Sharp bank after takeoff
consistent with normal flight
patterns.

727 F.2d 202 (2d Cir. 1984)

• Reasonable inference of pre-impact
pain and suffering.

• Why?

• Sat on side of plane with view
of engine.

• Sudden change in altitude
combined with view of lost
engine.

742 F.2d 45 (2d Cir. 1984)



Putting It All Together for the Plaintiff:
What Not to Do
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• No Golden Rule
• No Overt Appeals to Passion/Prejudice
• No “Last Word” Argument
• Avoid Personal Opinions
• “Send a Message” If No Punitives Available



Putting It All Together for the Plaintiff:
What To Do
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• Before vs. After
• Use comparable & relatable circumstances
• For Pre-Impact: Avoid sole focus on time
• Emphasize nature of the terror/pain & suffering.

• Emphasis some kind of physical experience.



Putting It All Together for the Defense
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• Consider proposing a number from the defense
(“anchoring”)

• Use demonstratives to give the jurors something
to hang onto in response to Plaintiff’s
suggestions.

• Remind the jury of the value of a dollar.
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Questions?



Contact Information

Jason S. McManis

jmcmanis@azalaw.com

Brett A. Tarver

brett.tarver@troutman.com
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